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ABSTRACT  

Databases have become ubiquitous. Almost all IT applications are storing into and retrieving information from 

databases. Retrieving information from the database requires knowledge of technical languages such as 

Structured Query Language (SQL). However majority of the users who interact with the databases do not have 

a technical background and are intimidated by the idea of using languages such as SQL. This has led to the 

development of a few Natural Language Database Interfaces (NLDBIs). A NLDBI allows the user to query the 

database in a natural language. This paper highlights on architecture of new NLDBI system using Probabilistic 

Context Free Grammar (PCFG), its implementation and discusses on results obtained.  In most of the typical 

NLDBI systems the natural language statement is converted into an internal representation based on the 

syntactic and semantic knowledge of the natural language.  This representation is then converted into queries 

using a representation converter. A natural language query is translated to an equivalent SQL query after 

processing through various stages. The work has been experimented on primitive database queries with certain 

constraints. 

KEYWORDS: Natural language database interface, representation converter, syntactic and semantic 

knowledge, PCFG. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Natural language processing is becoming one of the most active areas in Human-computer 

Interaction. The goal of NLP is to enable communication between people and computers without 

resorting to memorization of complex commands and procedures. In other words, NLP is a technique 

which can make the computer understand the languages naturally used by humans. While natural 

language may be the easiest symbol system for people to learn and use, it has proved to be the hardest 

for a computer to master. Despite the challenges, natural language processing is widely regarded as a 

promising and critically important endeavor in the field of computer research. The general goal for 

most computational linguists is to instill the computer with the ability to understand and generate 

natural language so that eventually people can address their computers through text as though they 

were addressing another person. The applications that will be possible when NLP capabilities are fully 

realized are impressive computers would be able to process natural language, translating languages 

accurately and in real time, or extracting and summarizing information from a variety of data sources, 

depending on the users requests. 

This paper describes a natural language database interface that wires complex queries based on a 

probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) to relational database. First we summarize some classic 

NLDBI systems. Consequently we discuss the overall system architecture of the natural language 

database interface, some implementation details and experimental results. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The very first attempts at Natural language database interfaces are just as old as any other NLP 

research. In fact database NLP may be one of the most important successes in NLP since it began. 
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Asking questions to databases in natural language is a very convenient and easy method of data 

access, especially for users who do not understand complicated database query languages such as 

SQL. The success in this area is partly because of the real-world benefits that can come from database 

NLP systems, and partly because NLP works very well in a single-database domain. Databases 

usually provide small enough domains that ambiguity problems in natural language can be resolved 

successfully. Here are some examples of database NLP systems: 

2.1 LUNAR 

LUNAR (Woods, 1973) involved a system that answered questions about rock samples brought back 

from the moon. Two databases were used, the chemical analyses and the literature references. The 

program used an Augmented Transition Network (ATN) parser and Woods' Procedural Semantics. 

The system was informally demonstrated at the Second Annual Lunar Science Conference in 1971. 

[1] 

2.2 LlFER/LADDER 

It was one of the first good database NLP systems. It was designed as a natural language interface to a 

database of information about US Navy ships. This system, as described in a paper by Hendrix 

(1978), used a semantic grammar to parse questions and query a distributed database. The 

LIFERILADDER system could only support simple one-table queries or multiple table queries with 

easy join conditions. [4] 

2.3 CHAT-80 

The system CHAT-80 [5] is one of the most referenced NLP systems in the eighties. The system was 

implemented in Prolog. The CHAT-80 was an quite impressive, efficient and sophisticated system. 

The database of CHAT-80 consists of facts (i. e. oceans, major seas, major rivers and major cities) 

about 150 of the countries world and a small set of English language vocabulary that are enough for 

querying the database. 

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A brief description of the system is given. Let us consider a database say ORACLE. Within this oracle 

database we have stored some tables which are properly normalized. Now if the user wishes to access 

the data from the table, he/she has to be technically strong in the SQL language to make a query for 

the ORACLE database. This system cuts this part and enables the end user to access the tables in 

his/her language. 

3.1 SYSTEM SCOPE 

• Input to this system is in natural language, here it is in English. 

• A limited data dictionary is used in which all possible related to a particular system is stored.  

• The Data Dictionary of the system must be regularly updated with words that are specific to the 

particular system. 

•  Ambiguity among the words will be taken care of while processing the natural language. 

3.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system admits the following elements. 

Designing the front end or the user interface  where the user will enter the query in Natural Language. 

1. Manage corpus: A data dictionary is used in which all possible word related to a particular system 

is loaded 

2. PCFG rule: a Probabilistic Context Free Grammar(PCFG)  rule is entered with probability. 

3. Parsing: Derives the Semantics of the Natural Query given by the user and parses it in its technical 

form. 

4. PCFG rules used: After the successful parsing of the statement given by the user, the system 

generates CYK chart against the user statement. 

5. SQL query: This module generates the corresponding SQL statement and places it in the User 

Interface Screen as a result form. 
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Figure. 1 Architecture of NLDBI System. 

The system architecture of natural language database interface developed is given in Figure. 1, which 

depicts the layout of the processes included in converting Natural Language query into a syntactical 

SQL query to be fired on the RDBMS.  

To process a query, the first step is speech tagging followed by word tagging. The second step is 

parsing the tagged sentence by a grammar. The grammar parser analyzes the query sentence according 

to the tag of each word and generates the grammar tree/s. Finally, the SQL translator processes the 

grammar tree to obtain the SQL query.  
SQL translator is used translating the leaves of the tree to the corresponding SQL. Actually the 

process is collecting information from the parsed tree. Two techniques may be used to collect the 

information: dependency structure and verb sub categorization [13, 14, 15]. These techniques are also 

used in disambiguation, since a PCFG is context-free and ancestor-free, any information in the 

context of a node in the parsed tree needs not be taken into account when constructing the parsed tree. 

A dependency structure is used to capture the inherent relations occurs in the corpus texts that may be 

critical in real-world applications, and it is usually described by typed dependencies. A typed 

dependency represents grammatical relations between individual words with dependency labels, such 

as subject or indirect object. Verb sub categorization is the other technique [16]. If we know the sub 

categorization frame of the verb, we can find the objects of this verb easily, and the target of the query 

can be found easily.  

This paper is based on a concept of processing user natural language into a technical form so as to 

access the data from higher end data storage. NLDBI is a system that allows users to access a database 

in natural language and has been a popular field of study. Suppose we consider a properly normalized 

database. Now if the user wishes to access the data from the table, he/she accesses the tables in his/her 

language. 
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Figure. 2 Generation of SQL query from English Statement. 
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IV. RESULTS 

The user interface of or NLDBI system is shown in Figure 3. At first the user clicks on Manage 

Corpus button so that all the data dictionary is loaded. When the user clicks on the pcfg Rules setting 

the user has to enter Probabilistic Context Free Grammar as shown in fig 4.After this the user has to 

enter his query in natural language. Parser option will generate the parse tree. For example, for the 

query “Select the airlines whose seats number is more than 60 and whose mid-stops contain Wuhan”, 

the system generated the parsed tree shown in Figure 6 using the Stanford Lexicalized Parser v1.6 

that, in turn, uses the Penn Treebank. 

 
Figure. 3 User Interface 

After the successful parsing of the statement given by the user, the system generates CYK chart 

against the user statement. The SQL module generates the corresponding SQL statement and places it 

in the User Interface Screen as a result form as shown in the Fig 5.For example if the user enters the 

Natural Language “find all student name.”. the corresponding SQL query displayed will be “ select * 

from STUDENT”. 

 
Figure.4 PCFG Rules  
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Figure 5. Final Output after query conversion 

 
Figure 6. An example parsed tree 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

The system accepts an English language requests that is interpreted and translated into SQL command 

using semantic grammar technique. In addition, the system requires a knowledge base that consists of 

a database and its schema. The result of the number of experiments in the form of trials in a user 

friendly environment had been very successful and satisfactory. To improve the system performance 

in natural language processing various issues like enriching the knowledge sources of the system in 

order to increase the system efficiency and researching methods to improve the coherence and the 

fluency of output texts must be considered. From the experiments we can seen it is possible to 

translate a natural language query to SQL, and a probabilistic approach may be promising. So far, our 

NLDBI system considers selection and a few simple aggregations. The next aim of our research is to 

optimize the PCFG, to accommodate more and more complex queries. 
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